[The effects of prolonged selection for behavior on the stress response and Activity of the reproductive system of male Brown rats (Rattus norvegicus)].
Two Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus) populations contrasting in behavior have been raised at the Institute of Cytology and Genetics, Novosibirsk, Russia with long-term selection for the absence or enhancement of an aggressive response towards humans. They are designated as tame and aggressive, respectively. In this work we investigated the effects of the selection on behavior, stress responsiveness, and fertility in males of the 78th generation. It is shown that the difference between the strains in their response to humans remains the same as in previous generations. However, the differences in stress response and maturation age contradict earlier data. For the first time, we note a higher glucocorticoid-mediated response to restriction stress and retarded sexual maturation in tame rats compared to aggressive ones, according to morphometric indices of gonads and testosterone levels. It is conceivable that the change in selection effects is determined by the disjunction of the directions of selection for behavior and the modification of the stress response. This study is the first to characterize males recently (six or seven generations of propagation in captivity) caught in the wild with regard to the indices under consideration and used as a control group. Wild rats have the highest stress response and rate of sexual maturation as compared to those selected.